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These Reveries of the Road

I Dedicate to

COSMO,
who has been with me

on Foot in Sussex,

and on Dream Ships

through the World.

v.





THE DEDICATION.

lay and dully pondered on the things that

met my sight,

And everything was pitiful to see,

Very softly came a something through the

stillness of the night,

And I knew it was the call for you and me !

You and me, Camarade, you and me,
It resounded, it repeated,

Unencumbered, uncompleted,
Still I knew it was the call for you and me !

For its wail was mingled sadly with the crooning of

the East,

And its scent was that of cassimir and aloes,

Its taste was like the nedar of a Persian Bridal Feast,

Its transparency like mermaid-haunted shallows.

Full and free, Camarade, full and free,

It was restless, it was peerless,

It was absolutely fearless,

And I knew that it had come for you and me !

vn.



Through its mists I could perceive them, the domes
and minarets,

I could see them though the atmosphere was murky,
And the old Arabian fishermen were playing with

their nets,

And I breathed the languid atmosphere of Turkey !

I could see, Camarade, I could see

Many a temple standing solemn,

Many a step and many a column,

Ringing loudly with the call for you and me !

I could see the Rockies looming with their beckonings
and calls,

And the fever I could feel from Madagascar,
The deafening ferocity I heard it of the Falls,

And the visions came to taunt me from Alaska !

And the sea, Camarade, and the sea,

It was rushing, it was calling,

It was rising, it was falling,

It was rushing, rising, calling you and me !

Then I saw our little vessel, very slender, very light,

Very silvery and beautiful to see,

And we slipped away together in the shadow of the

night,

So England heard no more of you and me !

We were free, Camarade, we were free !

In the Spring's appealing weather

We sailed away together,

Into lands that lay and beckoned you and me !

Vlll.



PREFACE.

I am a tramp.

It is no disgraceful thing

nowadays to be a tramp, especially if

you can lay claim to being a literary one.

I often wonder whether, in

my wanderings in Sussex, I shall meet

one of my own kind, for so many seem

to choDse this county. Why not ? For

in Sussex there are &ill god-nature and

hospitality, kindly firesides and country

beer, simple men and natural women.

These little songs are all that

I can give you of the good things that

I have gained by hard walking and

love. For though I have gained so

much, the things are intangible and

almost incommunicable.

I cannot write a deeper or a

higher hope than that in my songs may
be found the spirit of Sussex.

ix.
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OLD HASTINGS.

SONNET.

lone I climb the hill and see the town
Sombre and leaden ; here and there a spire

Or a small turret juts acuter, higher

A road that puckers through it like a frown ;

A single cart that rattles up and down ;

A wisp of chimney-smoke, some

struggling fire ;

And faint the shouting of an early crier-

All colours moulded in a misty brown.

I love it, this old town, wedged with such grace

Between its hills. On one the castle seems

To hold suggestions of eternity ;

This corner of the world a simple face

Lovely in smiling age a haunt of dreams

A bit of England as she used to be !



THE DOWNS.

h, loud is the call of the woodland to me
Appealing the call of the moorland !

And mighty the mystical call of the sea

From Selsey away to the Foreland.

Sweet are the ways of the ocean,

Fair are the ways of the towns,

But falls on the ear, delightful to hear,

fhe magical call of the Downs.

Away to the Downs !

Away to the Downs !

Love, life and laughter

Away to the Downs !

Men say there's a heaven unmatched by the earth

Where we may be happy hereafter,

And the place as they see it has little for mirth,

And little or nothing for laughter.

Where the oceans are all made of jasper,

And the commonest people wear crowns,

If they'd been there to see, the world would

agree

'Twere better to &ay on the downs !

Away on the Downs !

Away on the Downs !

Love, life and laughter

Away on the Downs !

SEAFORD.



GOD'S OWN.

It was pasJ midnight and the day had been
wet. I was walking briskly to Bexhill along the Little

Common road, when taking a sudden turn a silver line

seemed to stretch between the hedges in front of me.
It was the moon on the damp road. I felt that it was
not cfiiite meant for me that I was an intruder on a

scene of God's Own.

here is poetry abroad tonight ;

The moon makes merry with the earth:

Like the laughing of the children is her

light-

Like God's Own children's mirth.

The road winds silver tonight ;

And the sea sings softly to the moon

As a mother croons with children in her sight

Like God's Own Mother's croon.

Love plays in the fields tonight ;

And leaps among the mosses and the fern

Like a son who is careless after fight-

Like God's Own Son's return !



BIRLING GAP.

Along towards the lighthouse under the cliffs

I came to a halt on a wild, tossing morning.

tread a mile or so along the shore

And watch the long waves rolling to their

doom,

While over me the cliffs, appalling, loom ;

The seagulls shriek in swooping choruses,

And sweeping by, the great sea tempests roar;

The waves dash higher, cool my face with spray,

The scene gives now what time will take away
The heroism of Greek Manliness !

The love for battle and the muscling Strokes

Of windy battlings ; now, I feel the ire

Of all the elements that pass me by ;

The threatening cliffs, the tempest and the sea,

I face them with their own begotten fire.

It is one aspect of God's mighty plan

To give the elements power to make a man :

I feel a man ! wild for heroic deeds

I feel outside the world's desires and creeds !

This lone tempestuous shore has given me
A longing for immensity and Strength ;

I Stand, like Neptune, on the rocks, and see

Over a vastly spread, unlived-on length.

Oh ! for the waves of Strength, the winds of bliss,

Oh ! for the spirit of true manliness !



THE SHEPHERD.

Sussex shepherd fed his flock

A mile from Beachy Head,
With ruddy face and yellow smock,

With hardened hands and red.

"Well, shepherd, how fares life with you ?

Troublous or cfuiet fate ?
"

"Damn it !

"
he said, "I've missed the dew ;

I'm twenty minutes late !

"

"How's that ?
"

said I. He swore again,

"My mother, eighty-eight,

Died ; she'd got wet in Thursday's rain :

I'm twenty minutes late !

"



THE LOVERS' SEAT.

It was late in the evening and late in the

Summer, and the Lovers
9

Seat was empty when I

reached it.

ummer night !

Like an ocean still and solemn,

Like a vast forgotten column

Standing lone;

And the sound that stirs your stillness

Is the sea-gull's sweeping shrillness

In its flight.

There's a peace beyond divining

As the waves creep up entwining

On the stone;

There are thoughts beyond the knowing
Of their thinker, only showing

Ancient scars;

But the night with still perfection

Shows the spirit's pale reflection

In the stars.

We are not all born for sorrow ;

For the some there smiles the morrow,

Some the past :

But for me through pathways pleasant

In this short and smiling present

Ways are cast !



WINCHELSEA'S THOUGHT.

Winchelsea, village of a thousand memories,
gave me one thought as I trudged down its hill; a

thought that is dear even to lovers of the road; the

thought of home.

Home in the morning ! and a meeting long

expected.

hrough summer-scented night I strode and
dreamed

Dreamed of a smile I knew would greet

the morrow;

The world more beautiful than beauty seemed
More sad than sorrow.

This year we scarce have met, only a smile,

A passing chat, laughter with nothing
in it,

And yet I know you thought of me awhile

I thought of you each minute !



SORROW.

Hollington's is one of the few churchyards I

do not avoid. Its epitaphs are almosl: interesting, and
after I had been engaged for some time in the morbid

occupation of reading them I began to notice how
much one word repeated itself.

ften I wonder the cause of it, force of it,

Ponder for days on it, dreaming its worth ;

Know not its depth nor its vaslness because

of it-

Sorrow ! oh sorrow ! oh sorrow of earth !

I have known the touch of it, smiled, and made much
of it,

Kissed it and fondled it, making it more,

Played with the sight of it, d in the light of it,

Weighed it and laughed at the thought of its law.

I have dreamed with its sadnesses, smiled with its

madnesses,

Felt its compulsion and almosl: its mirth ;

Credited smiles in it, followed its gladnesses,

Sorrow ! oh sorrow ! oh sorrow of earth !

8



Sorrow's intensity, magnitude, density-
Is there a margin and is there an end ?

Days in the depths of its dismal immensity,
Hours in the night of it, minutes that rend !

Wrapt in it, lapt in it, held in its fastness,

Knowing its ways, its cause, and its birth,

Standing aghast at its clustering va&ness,

Sorrow ! oh sorrow ! oh sorrow of earth !



WAVES.

/ had got into a town ; a rare happening, but

when rain is perpetual there is always a call to civilisa-

tion, and Brighton is, of course, disJindly civilised.

One afternoon the sun came out suddenly
over the sea.

ild sea in winter sunlight

A halo of thin spraying
Around the fallen heads

Of king-like waves.

No boat to break the endless

Uninterrupted vision

Of laughter-shouting waves
Of English seas.

When God divided waters

It was by winter sunlight

With waves that longed to reach him

Upliftingliigh.

10



THE QUEST.

Camber CasJle is the friendliest building in

Sussex. I found it standing out on the Rye marshes,

all alone, longing for companionship.
I took my pack off and lay down in the shade,

and was beginning to think great thoughts when I

heard voices:
4

'What's old Jones after, anyway? 'taint

women 'e's after, Yll bet."

This indeed was a "voice profaning the

solitudes," and I wanted to be alone with the castle,

so, unseen by the intruders, I climbed up into the tower

and shrieked and shrieked again. A young and an

elderly woman, fled leaving me to think but this

time with a starting point. What was I after, anyway ?

o it continues, the soul and the sinews

All bent on a purpose, all fixed on an end ;

Not woman nor lover, but jusl: to discover

The hope of a life-time, the cfuesl of a friend.

In the days that are over I wandered a rover ;

In gardens of sweetness delightful to me
I sought in each bower new things to devour,

New congests and pleasures, new myths of the sea.

11



I heard the leaves falling, the summertime calling,

The flowers of the forest, the ways of the young ;

I saw the sun setting the moonlight forgetting,

The warmth it has given, the light it has flung.

I saw the awaking of day, the re-taking

The strength from the winds and the joy of the earth;

All this to Life's river I cannot deliver,

Nor cast away this like a trinket in mirth.

The swallow has parted with friends broken-hearted,

And left them to sorrow and swung to the East;

And still through the ages in slowest of stages

I fall from the carnival, drop from the feast.

For friends may be living and loving and giving,

But I must go forward unmindful of rest ;

For somewhere unknown, unseen and unshown,
Is all that I long for, the end of the cfuest !

And so it continues, the soul and the sinews

All bent on a purpose, all fixed on an end ;

Not woman nor lover, but just to discover

The hope of a life-time, the cfuest of a friend !

12



HIS SENSE OF FAIRNESS.

Why the grocer at Breede used that partic-

ular piece of newspaper to wrap my cheese in I cannot

say; I only remember that as I regretfully swallowed

the last mouthful my eye caught an appeal for slum

missionary funds, so I sat there behind the church

under the trees, and looking for miles out over the

marshes I wrote:

e hadn't got a Stitch of clothing whole,

His trousers hung like sea-weed torn and

thin,

And his parents would have robbed him of

his soul

If they'd thought it could have made a little gin.

He slept among the rubbish (that was soft)

In a corner of the room, his parents' den,

He'd been hounded from an area and a loft,

And he washed his fingers only, now and then.

13



Barnado's never got as far as him,

The Salvation Army fought to the next street ;

His language wasn't just exactly prim,

And you wouldn't call his table-manners sweet !

But tucked away beneath his dirty slate

Was a recognising fairness and a smile,

And he shared his monthly herring with a mate

An urchin just as dirty-faced and vile.

He grew into a man whose trade became
The borrowing of other folks' belongings ;

But he kept his sense of fairness just the same,

And he never "did the dirty" in his wrongings.

Was it just the hard compelling of that sense

His throwing of himself into the river ?

Lest his wife should have his funeral expense,

And curse him in the public house for ever ?

14



LITTLEHAMPTON BEACH.

Ora locfhitur:

ired, I am tired of the world, the weakest of

weariness ;

Tired of this pointless pageant, this

mummery desolate ;

Whose sins are as scarlet with blood and the crimson

of eeriness,

Whose ways are filled with the weeping of men
disconsolate.

Mare Icxfbitur:

Tired of the world am I tired of its heartless

apathy
This desert of friendless souls, this garden of chilly

smiles,

Where nothing is true but death, and sentimental

sympathy ;

And nothing heroic but women, and only romance

beguiles !

15



Ora locfbitur:

Tired yes tired am I, for I knew of its true

creation,

I knew of the God who came and dignified

baby-beings,
Till they learnt of a kind of pride, and a loyalty to

their nation

Till they fought for their women and died, and were

hunger-sick with their

seeings.

Mare locfbitur:

Yes the God who had breathed on the universe

smiled with pleasure,

Watching them play their parts, the children of his

diversion,

Till he also tired of their sight, and tired of his

languid leisure,

And left them to choose their way and their own
dispersion.

Ora locfbitur:

So they frolic, and bask, and fool, and win their own
estimation,

16



Follow each other and fight, frighten and fondle and

fall;

So people shall rise against king, nation 'gainst

nation,

Wearisome, toneless, it goes, till I'm tired of it all.

Mare locfbitur:

Still men frantically pray, one prayer above every

other,

The prayer that nothing be real, that nothing real be

shown,
What are the real things of life ? Stomachs, the pain

of the mother ;

Bodies and hair and love, food and muscle and &one.

Ora locfbitur:

Eyes and wind and yawns, lust and slaughter and

seas,

Bowels and sleep and worms, women and suns and

scars,

Bellies and death and sunrise, fear and teeth and

disease,

Hunger and water and legs, birth and valleys and

17



Mare locfbitur:

These that are real they forget, or speak with a blush

of apology,

For their bodies call them apart from the pleasant

drama they play-
Each man his own play's hero, with work and

thought and theology

The playthings of adors of farce, the transient

dreams of the day.

Ora Marecfke Icxfiiuntur:

So we are tired of the world, the toy of a God that

faltered

Tired of its playthings shallow, tired of its arts

uncouth

Leave us to sigh and sorrow till everything has

altered.

A passing sea-gull murmured, "This is not the truth."

18



LEWES GAOL

tand here on the downs, the downs that are

free

Fragrant and free they slope upward and

fall;

Can you imagine what you would see

Over the wall ?

The wind here has traversed the county you hear it

Gathered its fragrance and carried it all

Hither to greet you, unable to bear it

Over the wall.

Here the birds sweep and the landscape is blotless ;

Sea-gulls come hither, veer upward and call ;

Does the sound carry ? Is the sky spotless

Over the wall ?

Over the wall, do they think in this fashion,

Dream of this view as the days onward crawl,

Till dead are ambition and mem'ry and passion

Over the wall ?

19



Do they wake in the morning and smell the sweet

clover,

Look up and wonder and madden and fall ?

O Wind ! O breather of Life ! Reach over,

Over the Wall !

Mortals who call themselves free in their prison,

Their prison of earth, so wide and so small,

Are they not manacled till they have risen

Over the wall ?

20



CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL

long the cool and hallowed aisle

Passes the vision of a smile,

And round the vaulted pillars rings

The echo of religious things ;

About the windows stained and long
There floats the spectre of a song

On either hand.

I wandered through the arches' shade

So long, and felt the palisade
Throw all its influence of content

Upon my heart's astonishment,
Till in a dream I travelled fast

Beneath the arches of the past

To babyland.
And as I moved with vision crazed

I saw the altars I had raised,

And breathed a scent of incense burnt

Long since, with prayers vaguely learnt ;

In some dark shrines I still could see

Poor ruined bits of imagery,
And idols thrown.

21



Tall shades of statues kept their place
In some recesses of disgrace ;

In some a pure but moon-pale light

Gave me a timorous inward sight :

In one a friend, in one a man
I worshipped e'er my heart began

Turning to stone.

One altar thick with faded flowers,

And dim with love-light one-time ours

Held a pale statue, tall and fair,

With love-shaped lips and love-long hair ;

Another image love could mend,
The broken idol of a friend,

Convention's spoil.

At last I knew that I had been

Lost in a still Cathedral scene ;

Knew that a tramp could find the truth

In the dim chancel of his youth ;

So left the Close, and through the night

The &ars came tumbling out, to light

The trodden soil.

22



SUSSEX.

Her Sea and its Dreams.

ere from the coming and going of memoried

ages,

Here in the still solemn sounds, the

murmuring peace of the sea;

Here where the cliff in unchangeable battle engages,

Here may seclusion and cfuiet in a shadowless mist

cover me.

Here breaks the surf on the rocks in a mystic and

murmurous riot,

Rolling and tossing away till the long shadowed
hours of the night,

Here spreads the space of its downs in endless and

pitiless cfuiet

Over the dancing foam in a breeze-shaken circle of

white.

Here may I lose my laughs in the laughter of endless

breezes

That waken the Glen to laughter and call to the

Downs to smile,

Till the fire of my blood is ciuenched and the pain of

heart-cfuivering ceases,

23



Till the sunset has signed to the sea to grow young
for a while.

Then dimpling Sussex sea, then ancient immovable

ocean,

How in your toils you would long to be young as

your sisters the clouds

They who sweep merrily by and over your sob-beset

motion,

Fleeting and passing for ever in silent and

merry-light crowds !

There the water rolls, with the clouds that pass it

madly
Here the trees are still, though the leaves fall on and

away
Then I ponder on things that remain, and the things

escaping gladly,

The endless fadt of life, and the fleeting dreams of the

day.

Till down through the air scent-laden, the populaced
air of time,

I see in finished splendour the falling leaves of

youth
Visions of bygone loving, catches of fallen rhyme,
Ghosts of old hooded lies and butterfly leaves of

truth.

They fall where the autumn sunset of passing youth
is red,

They fall and steal away through the evening hush

of the trees,

24



These little lithe spectres of boyhood, these leaves of

a youth soon dead,

These whispering voices of love on the softness of

Autumn breeze.

Now as I watch and wonder there falls the starry

night ;

O skies, do you fade so soon ? O youth, do you go

your way ?

Oh, where is the sun of heat ? Oh, where is the sun

of light ?

And where are the dreams of the day ? Oh, where
are the dreams of the day ?

The night sweeps over the downs and over the

Sussex sea

Till the county is lost in shadow, till the sea is

hidden in grey ;

Till this land of wondrous visions is faded and

formless and free,

And lost are the dreams of the day, oh, lost are the

dreams of the day !

BOGNOR.
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